ALLIANCE FORGES GROUND-BREAKING WIRELESS TECHNOLOGY

Interactive Technologies, Inc. (IT) and Prospec Electronics have joined forces to develop new, convenient and user-friendly control technologies for the marine market. Co-designed with Prospec, these innovations use IT’s proprietary RF TW software SyRF.

ZigBee compatible, SyRF communicates at 2.4 GHz and continuously scans 16 channels at 20 times per second, eliminating any possibility of interference. This also ensures that any user RF command is almost instantaneous on the Prospec hand-held or stationary/flush-mounted remote. Not only are the commands lightning fast, but so is the visual confirmation data on the hand-held remote. The remote is IP67 certified and comes with a flush mounting bezel. Transmission range on the IT device is +75’. Systems are available for all brands of entertainment and stereo systems, including JBL and Milennia.

When combined with a custom Bridge module, IT’s SyRF software can also interface with the iPhone, iPad and other wireless mobile devices. Utilizing a localized wi-fi network, IT’s custom Apps turn these mobile devices into a full-featured TW Remote Control.

Interactive and Prospec are inviting other companies to align themselves with IT’s proprietary SyRF software and hardware. Custom designed GUI’s and protocols are IT’s strength. If custom RF-TW LCD
control applications are required, IT ODM (Original Design Manufacturer) mentality will help make product development a fast, effective process with a careful eye on costs. IT designs, develops and manufactures in the USA.

Interested parties should contact On-Board Engineering and Sales, Inc. at 310-930-1705 and ask for Dave Black, President. Prospec will also have these innovative technologies on display in booth #2534 at the International Boatbuilders' Exhibition and Conference (IBEX) in Louisville, Kentucky, September 28-30.

Founded in 1998, Interactive Technologies is the industry leader in the development of wireless RF (Radio Frequency) marine, recreational and industrial Remote Control Systems. The company's systems are currently employed by many of America's leading boat and yacht builders, spa manufacturers and RV and trucking manufacturers.

Specializing in marine electronics since 1981, Prospec Electronics manufactures and distributes marine-quality products and accessories, including SeaWorthy, Milennia, Infinity and JBL. Extensively tested, its lines are backed by an unmatched 5-year Owner Protection Plan.